
FOOD REPLICA
Activity Guide



Nasco food replicas are great teaching tools. They don’t need refrigera-
tion or cooking. You eliminate shopping and preparation time. The food 
replicas are more realistic than photos and give users the opportunity 
to handle an actual serving size. Once they hold a 1/2 cup of green beans 
in their hand, it will be easier to tell when the portion on their plate is 
1/2 cup. We encourage the use of sauces, dressings, and condiments to 
demonstrate added calories or for food presentation. Just rinse off and 
then wash the replica as described below. 

Replicas offer a great deal of variety. The food replica speaks for itself. 
Activities can be adjusted appropriately for any age, ability level, or 
language.

Your Nasco replica has been formed by a unique reproduction pro-
cess using actual food. We carefully select and prepare the food to be 
molded. Every detail of the specimen is captured in the Nasco molding 
process. Extreme care has been taken in preparing, molding, producing, 
and packaging food replicas to insure quality and lifelike accuracy. 

Most replicas are labeled with the name of the food, the size of the  
replica, and the Nasco product number for reordering. If you require  
additional labeling for activities in which you use your replicas, we 
strongly recommend the Replica Labeling Kit (WA18102R).

Replicas are not edible and should not be put in the mouth. Small parts 
could cause choking if swallowed. Always supervise patients and  
children while using replicas.

NASCO FOOD REPLICA NUTRITION GUIDE
REPLICA SIZE
Replicas are made in a variety of sizes for the many clientele groups and topics for which you 
use them. We make some foods in 1-oz. serving sizes and others as large as 10 or 12 oz. Nasco 
is not recommending anyone eat a 10-oz. prime rib slice, we are just making the replica avail-
able to use in your curriculum as you see fit. We believe people everywhere can learn the correct 
portion size by experiencing and identifying how large various portions really are and begin to 
recognize the “supersize” serving immediately when they see it. The smaller serving sizes are 
often used for children’s education or those who are in weight loss programs. The larger ones 
are often used to demonstrate and compare restaurant serving sizes to the actual portion size 
we should eat. This is the time to encourage users to order “half to go,” so they aren’t tempted 
to eat more than they intend.

REPLICA CARE
Nasco food replicas can be handled over and over again and washed in a sink of warm water with 
a mild detergent. We recommend air-drying to avoid the lint a dishtowel might leave. Prolonged exposure to 
detergents or degreasing compounds will result in a brittle surface on your replica. Nasco Cleaner (LF09919R) 
will help take off stubborn stains and condition the replicas. For long-lasting replicas, store them individually 
in plastic bags. Replicas will pick up colors from each other and other items with which they come in contact, 
so if you store a fried egg next to a hamburger patty, they both may change color. Always store each replica 
individually. If you lose the resealable package the replica comes in, a small plastic bag will do.  
Do not expose your replicas to heat.

Minor tears or opened seams can be repaired with Vyna-Bond (LF00996R).  
Follow the directions carefully. Nasco also offers a complete care and  
labeling kit (WA28380R). 

eNasco.com/page/Nutrition/replica_care 



Basic Food Group Kits — WA25943R

Foods can be sorted into food groups by individuals or teams. This can be accomplished many different ways. Use a paper tablecloth and draw or use colored tape to create 
sections in columns or make a plate (similar to the MyPlate image) and have participants color in the various food group sections with background colors. While they color, 
talk about the vitamins and minerals each group contributes to the diet to properly maintain a healthy body. Each student can draw their own MyPlate and select food repli-
cas to sort on their plate as they make their meal. Keep in mind the age and knowledge level of your participants so they are challenged, but not overwhelmed.

FOOD GROUPS
We have 10 food group replica kits to assist with basic nutrition education or to add to your existing tool box.



REPLICA ACTIVITIES
Menu Selection

One of the most popular replica activities is to give the user a plate 
and have them select the foods for a particular meal, or those rep-
licas that would represent a normal day’s intake, including snacks. 
Then have the user add up the cups of fruits and vegetables, the 
ounces of protein or dairy, and so on, going through the entire day’s 
intake. They can then compare to the quantities the USDA recom-
mends, or whatever other program you are using, to determine ap-
propriate intake for the age and activity level of the users.

At that point, you can make suggestions for changing some of the 
foods. Maybe a dish of baked apples or a raw apple instead of the 
pie, or half of the slice of cake. Selecting the whole grain bread 
instead of the white bread adds more fiber, etc.  At this time, you can 
substitute a better choice using the other replicas and rearranging 
them on the plate.

If working with a group, you might select three of the luncheon 
plates or dinner plates they have arranged and have the class evalu-
ate the foods on them. Depending on your goals for the group, ask 
appropriate questions as you go, or use a printed evaluation sheet 
you prepare in advance. Identify the different plates with letters or 
numbers and then you can include questions like those listed to the 
right. With the new free nutrition information you can download, 
the answers are easy for participants to verify.

• Which plate has selections from all the  
food groups?

• Which has the least calories?
• Which has the least fat?
• Which has the most fiber?
• Which would be the most appealing meal  

to sit down to?
• Which would be the least expensive to prepare?
• Which would be the easiest to serve?

Replicas make menu planning and evaluation 
more real than looking at a list of foods. Users 
can consider the color, temperature, texture, and 
shape of the foods they select and it’s also easier to 
offer a variety when they have lifelike replicas.



CALORIES, FAT, SUGAR, SODIUM, OR FIBER
The free replica nutrition spreadsheet allows you to easily sort foods from “least” to “most,” no matter what your concern — carbs, sodium, fat, etc. Give each individual or 
team as many replicas as you want, have them line them up from “least” to “most,” and then have them check each other’s work. Actually lining up replicas, handling them, 
and physically putting them in order puts things into the proper perspective for the user.

Just giving individuals a replica and asking any combination of the following questions is a very 
simple activity that has good retention, because the user is participating and has the visual in 
their hand while responding.

• What is the name of your food?
• How large is that serving?
• How much of that should you eat at a time, generally?
• What is the main nutrient (vitamin or mineral) in that food?
• What food group is it in?
• What section of MyPlate is the food in?
• What quantity of that food should you eat in a day, based on your age  

and activity level?
• How many calories might be in that food?
• Is it higher in sugar than your neighbor’s replica?

The questions are endless and then you can have them  
exchange replicas with a neighbor and go through the procedure again.

Similar exercises can be done handing out two replicas to 
each participant and having them determine which food has 
the most calories, the most fat, the most sugar, etc.  A more 
advanced student can be asked to analyze the two foods 
and determine which is the best one for them. There are so 
many variables. They would need to give their reasons in a 
verbal or written report, whatever works in your situation.

The activities are limitless. As you develop more activities 
and ways to use your replicas, please email them to:  
info@eNasco.com with the subject line of “Food Replica 
Ideas” and we will share them on our website for everyone  
to use.

For your convenience, we have assembled an alphabetical 
listing in food groups of the replicas we currently have for 
many of the comparisons you might want to make.
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